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A Fantasy Perfin
Rudy Roy (#1124)

For those of you unfamiliar with SNA, it is a parody
group from usenet rec.collecting.stamps.discuss.
They now have 'created' a perfin pattern that I
thought might be of some interest.

At the website http://www.values.ch/sna-
site/competition/euro-penguins.htm I found the
following:

Great news for all perfins collectors! The biggest
SNA company, the Fennec Tea Corporation, that
employs at times over 100,000 workers, has got
the approval of the SNAPO for its first perfins.

In addition to this announcement of the perfin for
this fantasy country two stamps perfinned with the
FTC (presumably Fennec Tea Corp.) pattern were
shown. They and the perfin are illustrated using the
illustrations from the website (low resolution for
faster download).

Editor’s note: After I composed this note for
publication I got cold feet – the website indicates a
‘catalog number’ of 5376a in the Catalogue of SNA
Stamps for one of these items. Really?? So I e-
mailed Rudy. Indeed, this is a fantasy fantasy – a bit
of very funny humor. Don’t look for these stamps,
they aren’t real. Also, he explained Fennec Tea (also
a fantasy) as: “a beverage the SNA folks allege some
may have been drinking when they go off on wild
tangents!” Thanks, Rudy, for this humorous tangent.

A US Cactus Perfin?
Paul Mistretta (LM-111)

In the January PB (p.12) Steve Nadler ran an ad
attempting to purchase a copy of a cactus perfin. At
about the same time he faxed Bob Szymanski a copy
of what looks like a  cactus perfin - actually two
similar ones. One of these was canceled 1910 in
California. The holes shown are not clean circles but
are rather irregular in appearance (Bob’s description
was “rough”). The two examples are distinctly
different in pin number, location, and apparent size.

Neither of these patterns is listed in any US Catalog
to the present, nor have I been able to locate them in
any worksheet. Obviously these circumstances raise
quite a few questions. raises.

Steve is pursuing these items with the owner. But
the question at this time really is -- does anyone out
there know of or have copies of this previously
unreported design in a US stamp?
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